
Vaab was created at the start of COVID-19 with an aim to 
provide healthcare specialists to organizations in desperate 
need. Today the service helps to relieve the shortage of 
healthcare specialists in the field.

Crisis situations have shown that in though moments healthcare organizations lack medically trained 
specialists. Also, there is no central governmental service that would gather together the professionals and 
send them a call to action. This inhibits crisis leaders responsiveness as they have to spend remarkable hours 
on manual work to gather the helping forces.

Kuressaare hospital needed to create an outdoor temporary hospital - within the five first 
hours the automatic service found 25 doctors and nurses ready to work in that hospital. 
Manually it would have taken one person 16h of phone calls to go through a reserve list of 
220 people. Unfortunately, hospitals at the time didn’t even have reserve lists to go to.

Problem and service

Here is where Vaab steps in by making the time consuming work automatic and finding the healthcare 
specialist - nurses, doctors, caretakers etc.

Specialists ready to 
help register to Vaab

Organizations in 
shortage of specialists 
can create a call to 
action on the website

www.vaab.ee

Specialists with the right location 
and background receive call to 
actions on their email

They can provide help to their 
colleagues with just a click of a 
button

Dear Madis Murakas

Tartu nursing home needs 
immidiately 2-3 nurses.

Accept Decline

Organization can see in 
real time who has 
accepted the call to action 
and what their training is

Madis Murakas

+372 5555 7777

4th year nurse student

madis@murakas.ee

Not responded 219
Accepted 1

2020 - Creating the service

2022 - The benefit

48h

1. Discover 2. Define 3. Develop 4. Deliver

Observation and public data 
analysis showed the COVID-19 
hospitalization trend. This indicated 
how fast the lack of medically 
trained specialists or them falling ill 
will become devistating to the 
Estonian society.

Design was always an important part keeping in mind the end users - mainly to make 
sure the service provides more time not takes it away. Also, to keep the service 
accessible and without learning curves. The service had to be accessible no matter the 
users background, IT skills, devices they were using etc.

Healthcare field can focus on their main task and do not have to spend time on manual 
recruitment e-mails or phone calls. Healthcare specialists and students reserv is a safety net 
that prevents many people from completely burning out. All this helps to keep the Estonian 
healthcare field working even in the thoughest times. 

Health Board of Estonia can also deal with large scale crisis leading and does not have to put 
focus on finding nurses or doctors for hospitals.

Today Vaab is still serving the healthcare field. In addition to COVID-19 critical call to actions 
there are job advertisements, internship offers and so much more. The goal is to strenghten 
the healthcare field in Estonia by relieving the shortage of specialists.
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Interviews with hospitals and 
specialists clearly brought out the 
parties needs and wants. What 
followed next was mapping the material 
and using note comparison technique.

Brainstorming and sketching helped to 
visualize and put together the smart 
service model to automatically bring 
together specialists and organizations

First prototype was created by putting together 
many existing services such as Typeform, 
Airtable etc. After gathering 700 medical 
specialists Vaab started to service the first 
critical call to actions coming from hospitals, 
nursing homes and other organizations. Using 
the “Prototype, test and refine” model Vaab 
opened up in 2022 with a custom made 
webbased application.

Now and future

Usecase

The importance of design 
on the example of Vaab
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Very important is the list of volunteered medical 
specialists we have created through Vaab service. This 
means that people can sign up - who can help in 
COVID-19 hospital department or other way. If we see a 
fast rise in hospitalization there would be specialists to 
send a call to action.

The advantage of using Vaab is that the manager 
saves a huge amount of time in a crisis situation, which 
would otherwise be spent searching for and calling 
suitable people. At a critical moment, where every 
minute is counted, they can already deal with the 
following urgent issues.

- Tanel Kiik,
The minister of health and work (2019 - 2021)

- Martin Kadai,
Head of the Emergency Medicine Department 
of the Estonian Health Board (2020)

Vaab has been a great help to Kuressaare Hospital 
during the COVID-19 crisis, but it is also a very good tool 
afterwards, e.g. during holidays or illnesses. The system 
is simple and secure, making it much easier for the 
hospital to find people with medical training.

www.vaab.ee

- Lea Kalaus,
Kuressaare Hospital Human Resources 
Manager 

Design saves lives

With design you can 
save time, make 
communication more 
effective and with that 
you can save lives.

Design providing big 
value doesn’t have to be  
expensive

To create value you do not 
have to go through 
months of research. Just 
48h and using the right 
methods will do.

Design is important 
even at the time of crisis

Sometimes design is seen 
as something to be 
encorporated when there 
is enough time and money. 
Good design actually 
creates resources, it gives 
time, money and builds 
value. Even in a crisis 
situation design is valuable 
and should be used.


